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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to assess alternate strategies of socio-

economic model validation. An extensive literature review provided the

delineation of validation methods and, also, brief summaries of each type of

validation. Finally, personal experience in the implementation and use of

regional economic impact forecasting and simulation systems was used in

outlining the structure and the steps of play of a simulation/gaming model

for testing the validation methods listed earlier.
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Summary and Conclusions

Next to documentation, validation of socioeconomic models is viewed as

the most important task in making a model useful. Nearly as important as

validation is timeliness. Only when needed information is quickly available

will the related modeling activity achieve acceptance among information

users. Timeliness, of course, may affect choice of validation methods.

Timeliness is also dependent on appropriately trained and competent staff.

Validation is a word of at least two meanings. In the philosophic

literature it refers to logical fit. In the system sciences, validation

refers to correspondence with reality. In this report, validation includes

both verification, or the evaluation of model assumptions and the accuracy

of its mathematical representation , and validation as the term is used in

the system sciences.

State and regional development planning, which is the decision focus

of this paper, is viewed as the information recipient, or model user.

Interpreted model output received from the information system, which includes

the model, the model-builder and the model-user, Is thus one input into

the development planning process.

Other information users -- public and private -- can be identified in

a paradigm in which model methodology, model structure and model output are

the responsibility of the model builder. Supporting the modeling effort

are the activities of at least four different functionaries -- the model-

builder, the data provider, the model user, and the executive/legislature.

The base of this paradigm is a budget, controlled by the executive/legislature,

which supports the information system and its related data base and is

affected, in varying degree, by the actions of model-builder, model-user and

decision-maker (e.g., in development planning).
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Three stages

an ex lost stage,—

of model validation are delineated -- a preliminary

and an ex—

initial steps of estimation

stage deals with the “track

The

and

. ./

and statistical verification.

record” of both model-builder

ante sta~e. A ~reli.minarv stage includes

The ex ~—

ex ante stage is a futuristic assessment of perceived——

One method of exyost validation is the recording of

stage,

the

and model-user.

model performance.

model performance

the related contribution of model-builder and model-user. The organiza-

tional setting of the two participants

assessment.

An ex ante validation is achieved.—

may be included, also, in the ex _post—

in several ways. A smaller-scale

interactive simulation model may be derived from the large-scale computer

model. In the Interactive mode, the model-user may change selected para-

meters and initial variables and simulate the effects of these changes by

comparing the new and the baseline simulations, thus acquiring personal im-

pressions of model performance.

Also, special purpose socioeconomic models may serve as comparison

models for the large-scale and smaller-scale interactive computer models.

Indeed, a package of socioeconomic models can be included in each socio-

economic information system for particular planning purposes. The alterna-

tive model outputs can be compared by mediating individuals or organizations

in a rank validation of individual model performance.

Finally, the interactive simulation model can be embedded in an inter-

active simulation/game and each of the four functionaries identified earlier

can be represented with certain desires and attributes, along with the steps

of play for simulating the outcomes of the negotiated decisions of each

role player. The simulation/game thus can serve as a laboratory for model

validation. It may

the acquisition and

planning.

serve also as a learning, or experimental, laboratory in

development of socioeconomic information for development
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PLANNING .

Validation of socioeconomic models may take the route of

testing” -- comparison of the model forecasts with the actual

71

“reality-

events being

forecast+’ Such validation is ltiited to simple, short-term modeling where

statistical indicators of pre-determined accuracy and reliability are quickly

available for comparison with the forecasts, which are based on earlier

estimates in these series.

Socioeconomic models for development planning, which are not simple

nor based on quickly available indicator series of acceptable accuracy and

reliability, lack the attributes for timely

forecasts are long-term, typically based on

the revised estimates become available long

and adequate validation. The

revised indicator series where

after the forecast events have

actually occurred. By that time, the forecast sponsors and users often have

lost interest n any evaluation of forecast failures and the model builders

2/
will have moved to other currently topical research areas. —

The two scenarios of socioeconomic model validation and acceptance

characterize a recurring pattern in the use and misuse of modeling in devel-

opment planning. Yet, as noted by the U.S. General Accounting Office, next

to documentation, model validation is the most important task in making

model useful (3!3).

In this paper, the focus of modeling is on subnational development

a

planning -- state, substate, multi-state -- In the United States, particularly

the State of Minnesota. Development planning refers to the efforts of

federal, state and local governments to intervene in private industry location
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and investment processes and, thus, to affect the creation of new jobs and

additional income within a particular state or region.

Information Needs

An essential first step in any evaluation of socioeconomic models is

to determine the purposes, i.e., uses, for these models. At least four

purposes are readily identified, namely, prediction, prescription, descrip-

tion, and exploration and education (ll,15). Prediction refers to the prepar-

ation of point estimates, oftentimes with statistical measures of variance

and reliability. Prescription is concerned with the use of the model in

exploring alternative conditions, some of which may be sought by the model

user or the public. Descr~ption involves use of the model in impact analy-

sis, scenario preparation and computer simulation of alternative futures.

Use of socioeconomic models in exploration and education is probably achieved

best in gaming simulation exercises

with the computerized program while

in which the model user interacts directly

playing a particular role as a decision

3/
maker and a user of socioeconomic information.—

While the forecasting uses (and misuses) of socioeconomic models are

most visible and well-known, other uses, especially in education and training,

probably are more important to state and regional development planning. Model

validation methods which focus only on comparisons of forecasts with corres-

ponding socioeconomic indicators, preliminary ar revised, truly misrepresent

the initial purposes of socioeconomic modeling. Part of this responsi-

bility rests with model users who emphasize the importance of predictions in

planning at the expense of a model’s educational value. Part rests also with

model builders who neglect their role in identifying the purposes of socio-

economic models for development planning and incorporating these purposes

into the model design through active user participation in building an
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information system m which the model, the model builder/provider, and the

model user are important interacting elements (5,8).

In this report, the purposes of socioeconomic modeling are examined

from the perspectives of model builder/provider and model user. A public

(or third-party) perspective is acknowledged, but not explicitly included.

Model Validation

The operationalizing of model selection procedures starts with a

statement of modeling purpose.. It includes, also, identification of the

type of problem addressed in the modellng purpose(ll,15). For example, if

the model purpose IS state revenue forecasting, a quarterly or annual

econometric model which has an agricultural sector and a non-agricultural

sector linked to macro economic and environmental variables, like GNP and

rainfall, may be quite adequate for generating accurate forecasts of state

tax revenues. If the model purpose is prescription, however, an actual and

a desired state of the economy or society would be articulated by the model

user and the model would provide goal-optimizing simulations of these de-

sired states.

Model validation becomes difficult as model purpose shifts from predic-

tion to prescription and even more difficult with multiple purposes, like pre-

diction and, also, exploration of alternative future scenarios and their regional

implications. ThuS , the evaluation of model properties -- scope, time hori-

zon, level of detail and problem perspective -- is affected by the model

purpose, which, in state and regional development planning, is more often

exploratory and educational rather than simply predictive or even prescrip-

tive. One student of model validation has expressed the view

of complex models of complex systems is, at best, an unsolved

problem, and, at worst, unsolvable” (16, p. 248) .

that “validation

methodological
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An approach to model validation is outlined here which starts with a

decision focus in a listing and assessment of several model validation

strategies, including an interactive simulation game. Conversion of a local

prototype of a “new generation” of socioeconomic models -- the University of

Minnesota Regional Economic Impact Forecasting and Simulation (REIFS)

system -- into an interactive simulation game is used, finally, to illustrate

an alternative validation strategy (22,24).

Alternate Validation Strategies

Participation of the model user in defining model purpose and, also, in

validating the model, ideally would help limit the selection of an appro-

priate model to one which has properties most compatible with a particular

user perspective. Whether or not a more general public perspective is

honored in validation strategies depends on prior institutional arrangements

as well as the attitudes and perspectives of the principal participance in

the modeling process. Alternate validation strategies presented here stem from

the more limited, but interacting, perspectives of the model builder and

the moder user. Three strategies are outlined -- preltiinary validation,

~~ validation, and ex ante validation.——

Preliminary Validation

Preliminary validation strategies are intended to verify that the model

does what it purports to do?’ They include both measurement and statistical

validation and they are primarily internal to the model kuilding and testing.

Measurement validity deals with questions of the degree to which data

correspond with reality, the reconciliation of different estimates of the

same phenomena, and the use of final rather than preliminary estimates. For

example, the level of expenditure for maintaining standardized employment
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reporting procedures for individual industries varies from state to

state. Evaluation of the effects of these differences on data accuracy is

difficult, however, because of the lack of internal measures of accuracy

in industry classification. Also, data revisions may occur intermittantly

and without prior announcement. A continuous data updating procedure which

is an integral part of the socioeconomic information system for development

planning would facilitate measurement validation. Such a procedure makes

the model timely and capable of responding quickly to questions posed by

model-user or decision maker.

Tests of statistical validity are widely exercised in econometric model-

ing and, also, in the evaluation of games and simulations (9,13). Derivation

of model from stated assumptions and calculation of a model’s output are es-

sentially problems of model verification (as well as debugging and documentation).

The testing of model assumptions and the comparing of model output with

the “real world” are usually viewed as more formidable validation problems,

especially with long-term forecasting models (15). Included with statistical

validation are problems of statistical hypothesis testing, particularly assump-

tions of error structure and error distribution. Statistical validation is

mostly of concern in econometric modeling (4,8,27,29). Models of systems

dynamics are less amenable to statistical validation than are econometric

models and the more recently developed cross-impact anlaysis models.

Ex post Validation—

The comparing of model output with the “real world” can be viewed as

a form of ex Yost validation. In this paper, however> _ex Yost validation—

refers to the performance records of the models the model builder and the model

user. An accurate history of model-building and modelQusing performance

would help focus attention on critical questions of performance accountability.
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Without standardized procedures for performance

reporting for both model buildersfprovideus and

(or non-performance)

model users, however, the

individual model performance resumes would be devoid of critically relevant

5/
information affecting its user.–

An alternative approach to individual providerluser performance accounting

is the documentation of organizational performance, i.e., the reporting of

model-building and model-using activities in various organizations -- academic,

business and government. Periodic surveys of this sort have been conducted

among state planning agencies in recent years, but these have been limited in

scope and only tangentially directed towards the problems of socioeconomic

model validation (20). Again, the preparation, testing and acceptance of

certain performance accounting criter~a is an essential first step in an

ex ~t model validation.—

Ex ante Validation.—

Ex ante model.— validation is an indirect approach to performance evalua-

t ion. It depends on surrogate measures of probable model-lmilding and model-

using successes and failures. For example, Emshoff and Sisson view the

validity of models being testedin a sequence summarized as follows (g):

First, the model is debugged so that is performs as intended. Second,
the model is validated by showing that is predicts reasonably well
that its parameters have reasonable values, and that knowledgeable peo-
ple also pass on its structure and parameters. Third, the use of
the model is explored by the decision maker, possibly followed
by agreement between model builder and moder user that the model
performs reasonably well. Fourth, model performance is monitored
over a period of years, with careful records being kept of model
forecasts and actual results.

Two additional strategies are presented as alternatives to the

Emshoff-Sisson validation sequence. A comparable simple, short-term socio-

economic model may serve as a reference, or comparison, model in a socio-

economic information system. For example, a modified regional shift-share
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model provides alternate population, employment and income forecasts, and

an accompanying rationale for projected year-to-year changes in these

variables. This model, though more sophisticated than the simple shift-

share model, is much stiplier than the REIFS system. National trends in

aggregate and industry-specific economic activity are related to projected

changes in Minnesota industry earnings and employment in such a model for

a particular state (12). Many of the same variables and parameters are

present in the two models and the comparison forecasts.

In addition, a disaggregated version of the REIFS model has been built

for classroom use. Students prepare computer simulations of alternative

regional futures for a region which are based on different assumptions ahout

export markets, migration, commuting, capital expenditures and related var-

iables. An interactive computer simulation program is available which allows

the model user to modify parameters and starting variables and, thus, exper-

iment with the regional effects of alternate sets of economic assumptions.

Over 100 parameter- and variable-change options are available to the model

user as a means of gaining insight into regional socioeconomic structure and

process by observation of the related variable changes associated with

selected change options.

A final validation strategy builds on the interactive stimulationgame

(12,14). The purpose of the interactive simulation game is to transfer

insights about the need for, and use of, socioeconomic information in de-

velopment planning, the degree to which the socioeconomic modeling meets

these decision information needs, the reasons for the successes and failures

in socioeconomic modeling, and the consequences of model shortcomings, if

any, for development planning.
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h interactive simulation game for model validation

in three stages (15). The first stage -- development of

would be developed

the sunulation

model -- is complete in the Minnesota case (22). The second stage -- em-

bedding the simulation model in an interactive simulation -- is also complete.

The third stage -- embedding the interactive model in a game -- is currently

being completed. This step depends on the role playing feature of the game

in ex ante model validation as illustrated by a particular model validation——

laboratory.

SIMLAB : A Model Validation Laboratory

The socioeconomic model validation approach presented next is still

tentative and only partially tested. It represents a synthesis of computer

simulation and gaming simulation model-building and model-using efforts,

starting with the large computer models of the Iowa economy built in the 1960’s

and continuing with similar efforts in Minnesota in the 1970’s (20,21,22,24).

Since 1974, a series of economic impact studies based on the large-scale

computer models have been completed for the Energy Agency, the

Agency, the Department of Natural Resources, the Department of

Development and others. Also during this period, a new course

State Planning

Economic

-- Community

Development Simulation -- was organized around the use of interactive

puter simulation and gaming simulation models in the classroom. When

next year, an interactive computer simulation model -- the University

com-

taught

of

Minnesota SIMLAB -- will be used as a source of planning information for

students and, also, as a laboratory for model evaluation as part of a devel-

opment planning or land-use planning process. This means, of course, that

the interactive computer simulation model must be embedded in a gaming simu-

lation model which has a structure not much different from the one outlined

earlier for a decision-focus&d socioeconomic information system.
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Interactive Simulation Model

A smaller-scale interactive computer simulation model -- SIMLAB -- has

evolved from the large-scale computer simulation used in the state-supported

studies noted earlier (22). Eight individual modules are linked together

recursively in SIMLAB, which is linked, in turn, to the export markets of

local industries and to the population and labor force of the rest of nation,

The eight modules represent export markets (i.e., rest-of-world relationships)

and local investments, population, labor force, employment, production,

income payments, and final purchases.

Each module and each data series in SIMLAB has been reviewed for con-

ceptual and factual accuracy. In a sense, the internal measurement and

statistical validation of individual elements of the model are a continuing

acti’vity, although most concentrated in periods of model updating and re-

vision. External ex post validation also is a continuing activity and, also,—

quite informal , without pre-determined guidelines and consequences.

External ex ante evaluation is confined to comparison of results with.—

those obtained from other, less complicated socioeconomic models. Lacking

in the model validation sequences are clearly-defined, consistently-followed

steps, like the ones cited earlier (in Emshoff and Sisson). Finally, model

documentation could include an appropriate checklist for the use of the model-

builders and each model user, but this step also has been omitted.

Guidelines for model validation may start with assessment of measurement

and statistical assumptions and procedures. To be fully useful, however,

they must also include some assessment of both model builder and model user

and

and

for

the effectiveness of their communication with regard to model purposes

selection of appropriate model type. Thus, a validation strategy sequence

the interactive simulation modeling effort may include the following:
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1. Review of prior model-building and model-using experiences of modelihg

participants, i.e., the model-builder and the model-user. This step

would have been taken in the early stages of negotiation between the

principal parties in the proposed modeling effort.

2. Review of model data base for accuracy and completeness. This step

includes evaluation of data updating procedures and the internal con-

sistency of these procedures. Like Step 1, it would have occurred in

the initial stages of socioeconomic modeling, but it would be repeated

with reference to any new data introduced in the interactive modeling.

3. Review of parameter estimation procedures and statistical tests, if any,

of model structure. This step also would have occurred in the initial

modeling and it, too, would be repeated in the assessment of any new

parameters and assumptions introduced in the interactive modeling.

4. Acknowledgement of the results of each step in validation sequence.

The interactive simulation model may be built to accommodate this step-

by-step approach to model validation by a summary listing of findings

at the beginning of each new simulation exercise.

This approach to model validation provides an important communication

link between model-builder and model-user -- a link otherwise lost in the

usual pattern of limited man-model interaction. It also serves as a con-

stant remainder to both the model builder and the model user of their roles

in achieving successful uses of socioeconomic modeling.

Alternative Socioeconomic Models

An additional step in model validation is the building of simple com-

parison models for the various purposes of large-scale socioeconomic modeling,

A wide range of special-purpose models have been used for development

planning purposes, for example, demographic, input-output, economic base,
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shift-share and econometric (20,23). Each model favors a particular set of

purposes and clientele. Recently, in Minnesota, a demographic model was

used as the principal framework for the population forecasting undertaken

in the State Planning Agency. Various input-output models have provided

income and employment multipliers for the regional impact analyses which

were a part of studies in irrigated agriculture and peat and copper-nickel

mining. A computerized shift-share model was developed for the Upper

Mississippi River Basin Commission for quickly generating employment, earn-

ings and income projections for subareas and subbasins and even single

counties. Each model served a particular purpose representing, in each

case, a partial approach to socioeconomic impact analyses and forecasting.

Economic and demographic forecasts based on the special purpose models

would be available for comparison with the wide range of forecasts stemming

from the interactive computer simulation model. Again, guidelines for making

these comparisons are lacking. A series of validation steps, similar to the

one listed earlier, is also needed for each special-purpose model I

when it serves as a comparison model in a socioeconomic information system.

While the use of comparison models may add to the cost of socioeconomic

information system for development planning, the costs are relatively small.

On the other hand, the costs of using and maintaining an already-built

socioeconomic information system can be small, also, depending, of course,

on its size, structure, management, and other factors which are unique to

the system or its setting. Model acceptance, rather than model cost, per-

haps still is the decisive factor explaining the use (or lack of use) of

large-scale socioeconomic modeling in state and regional development planning.

Model acceptance depends, not only on documentation and validation, as noted

earlier, but, also, timeliness. A well-documentated model with quick re-

sponse time often is preferred over one that is highly validated but has long

respohse time.
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Interactive Simulation/Game

The interactive stiulation/game offers a special environment for

testing alternative model validation strategies.

Structure of such a game is presented here simply

focusing attention on this potential resource for

A brief outline of the

for the purpose of

improving model acceptance.

The proposed concept conforms generally to the one presented by Richard Wke

(6, p. 92-3). Other simulation games may serve equally well.

Four roles are identified in the socioeconomic information system --

model builder, model user, data provider, and chief executive/legislature.

The last role could be split into two roles. Additional tiportant elements

in the structure are (1) the budget , which supports data provider and model-

ing effort, (2) the development planning, which presumably is facilitated

by the information output, and (3) the model validation system, which is

in communication with all elements of the information system. Communica-

tion linkages among the role players and other elements of the information

system are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Each of the four role players responds to both external influences

and internal compulsions, for example, the desire for peer approval, more

students and staff, larger budgets and job security. For each role-

player, the information system budget is a critical decision variable,

Influenced in varying degree by each player, but most decisively by the

Chief Executive/Legislature. This notion of organizational structure and

priorities builds on the growing literature on the functioning of bureau-

cracies and other decision-making groups (26).

The steps of play in

to the steps in the model

restated now as follows:

the interaction simulation/game which correspond

validation sequences outlined earlier, can be
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Model User (MU) communicates with Model Builder

tion needs in Development Planning (DEP). Both

(MB) about informa-

consult Model Validation

System (MVS) for prior ex post validation reports, if any.—

When, and if, Step 1 is completed to the satisfaction of both parties,

MB explores model purposes and budget with MU; eventually a modeling

package is proposed, but only after MB has consulted with Data Pro-

vider (DAP) and reviewed probable costs against probable budget.

When, and if, Step 2 is completed to the satisfaction of both parties,

MU reviews modeling proposal; if favorable, MVS is consulted for

preliminary model validation reports, if any; proposal changes are

negotiated and Step 1 is repeated.

When, and if, Step 3 is completed to the satisfaction

model is built and model output is interpreted by MB,

MU; MVS is consulted for ex ante model validation..—

When, and if, Step 4 is completed successfully to the

both parties, the information system output (provided

is introduced into DEP.

MVS completes ex @model validation.—

Numerous other steps of play can be introduced

involve the budget setting processes of government,

Legislature Role , and related communication links.

of both parties,

and sent to

satisfaction of

by MB in Step 4)

into the sequence which

i.e., Chief Executive/

The model validation

process is highlighted because of the possibility of adapting the interactive

simulation/game as a learning laboratory in model design and use. In this

example, various model validation strategies would be available to two

principal players in the simulation/game. Game outcomes for the alternate

strategies could be compared by the game players in the gradual modificatitm

of existing validation methods.
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Other steps of play in a development planning simulation/game would

include use of the socioeconomic information (i.e., model output which has

been reviewed and interpreted by the model-builder) in development planning,

which may or may not include actual decision-making. This is not to say,

however, that decision makers would be unaware of the model-building and

model-using activities, especially when socioeconomic information is de-

liberately used to rationalize past decisiosn or help clarify problem situ-

ations awaiting future decision making. Indeed, the decision maker, however

defined, may provide budget support of model-building and model-using

functions and yet not be included as a direct participant in the socio-

economic information system.

Different uses of socioeconomic information systems can be introduced

into the interactive simulation/game, for example, energy planning, forest

and mineral industries development, irrigation agriculture development, and

job and skill development. While the structure of the game may remain

constant, purposes and desires of individual role players are likely to

differ and even to change, as in the case of identical players in successive

rounds of play. In energy planning, for example, a mediating organization

(like the Energy Modeling Forum at Stanford University) may participate in

the model validation process by its assessments of the content and perfor-

mance of numerous energy models which purpowt to serve public and ptivate

energy planning purposes. Thus, the MVS element in the simulation/game

~ould be represented as an additional role participant in the simulation/game.

Energy agency staff and directors also could participate in a second addi-

tional focus of role planning, namely, energy planning. Finally, the Execu-

tive/Legislature role could be redefined in private sector terms, or

expanded to Include an amalgamation of boards of directors of energy-producing

companies, thus further expanding the size and scope of the interactive

stiulating/game laboratory.
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Footnotes

1. The term “validation” has an inversion of meaning in philosophic liter-
ature where it refers to the test of logic rather than reality. The
system sciences use the term “verification” for the logic test. Some
large-scale social surveys also use the system science definition
(19, pp. 43-55)0

2. Short response time is a critical model attribute and an important
factor in its acceptance, possibly next in importance to validation.
Availability of trained and competent personnel in the right places
is decisive in achieving a short response time.

3. A decision maker would perform a line rather than a staff function in
an organization and he or she would use information more likely pro-
vided by the model-user than the model-builder.

4. In the system sciences literature, this step is sometimes differen-
tiated by the term “verification”, which refers to the test of logic;
it focuses on model assumptions and internal consistency of statements.

5. Competent and dedicated technical staff support for the model building
and using activities is also a critical factor in achieving high
model performance ratings.
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